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ABSTRACT 
Current personalized shopping experiences barely use      
tactility consciously to persuade or to enrich a shopping         
experience. The tactility of a garment is, however, a         
significant aspect of the customers’ embodied interaction       
with the clothing piece. This paper describes a different         
personalized shopping experience that could be introduced       
into the market. This shopping experience consists of four         
stages: the first stage enables the customer to choose a          
personalized tactility, the second stage is the scanning and         
generating of the garment’s pattern, the third stage is to          
show the preferred garment on the customer’s body, and the          
fourth stage is to produce the preferred garment. During         
these stages, the customer is able to explore, to create and to            
come in contact with a possible future shopping experience. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Customization and personalization are current trends in the        
fashion industry, they are caused by changes in customers’         
purchase behavior and in technological innovations [16].       
Retailers and prominent fashion brands promise user       
integrated designs and production processes that fit the        
customer’s needs. This strategy delivers highly flexible,       
individualized products for consumers, in this process they        
effectively become co-designers. Consequently, many     
companies have started investing in this strategy by        
enabling customers to alter designs on the retailers’ website.         
Customization and personalization of fashion items are       
likely to become a significant market in the future;         
therefore, retailers and fashion companies are improving       
these customization experiences to increase the      
profitability. 
 

Most existing fashion customization examples are using       
e-commerce. Customers can choose an existing garments,       
through an online interface, which they can personalize; for         
example a T-shirt, sneakers, jeans, etcetera. After choosing        
the garment, the customer is able to change the shape, the           
color, the size, and patterns. This type of customization         
provides uniqueness to the garment; however, the customer        
is not able to see how the garment fits them before placing            
their order. An improvement of this shopping experience        
could be using Augmented Reality technologies      
[5].Although these customization experiences fulfill the      
user’s current needs, they are purely visual and still lack          
something: a tactile experience. From a user’s point of         
view, the tactility of the garment is as significant as the look            
of the garment. Hence, involving the tactile experience in         
garment customization could be a avenue worth exploring. 
 
With this project, we present a hypothetical future shopping         
experience in which the user creates their garment through         
designing their own tactile experience. Our system consists        
of four steps: In the first step, the user chooses a fabric and             
tactility of their liking. In the second step, a 3D scan of the             
user is made which will be used for pattern and model           
generation. In the third step, the user can have their choices           
projected onto their body to get a preview of their coat. The            
fourth and final step is then trying on and picking up their            
final garment in the shop. We believe this personalization         
of tactility could enhance the customer’s appreciation of the         
garment and therefore satisfaction throughout, and      
longevity of the garment’s lifecycle.  
 
RELATED WORK 
Ultra-personalization 
Nachtigall et al. [4D shoes] and Nachtigall [textile] present         
the concept of ultra-personalization, which is      
personalization that relies on input or data from the         
individual to create products and services tailored to that         
individual. Nachtigall[8] discusses ultra-personalization on     

  



fit. Fit is a negotiation between the physical requirements of          
the individual, product features, environment of use and        
social, ambient and Kinect context. 
 
Ten Bhömer [1] supports this notion by contributing with         
the same understanding of what ultra-personalization is.       
Furthermore, he also emphasizes the importance of context. 
In this paper fit is one of multiple aspects of how the            
authors use ultra-personalization as a way to tailor the         
garments to the individual. 
 
For ultra-personalized products and systems you also have        
the ultra-personalized product service models as discussed       
by Nachtigal et al. [solemaker]. The UPPS model presents         
four stages, analyse, design, product and test/use that        
provides an understanding of what happens in an UPPS         
system. 
 
Tactility 
Sonneveld [15] discusses the aesthetics of tactile       
experiences and provides the group with a way to explain          
and express tactual properties of objects and a framework         
about texture perception as laid out by Holliins et al. [3].           
Sonneveld explains that to perceive tactual properties of an         
object, the movement is essential. It is through stroking,         
groping, chafing and rubbing that humans explore tactual        
properties. In garments, the tactile properties are apparent        
when a person is able to move around.  
 
Klemmer et al. [6] in How Bodies Matter present five          
themes on how our physical bodies play a central role in the            
understanding of the world. The first theme, thinking        
through doing, is about how the mind and body are deeply           
integrated and produce learning and reasoning. Embodied       
cognition regards the bodily activity as a fundamental part         
of human cognition.  
 
Together Klemmer et. al [6] and Holliins et al.[3] explain          
the importance of users in the system being able to feel the            
garments on their bodies. Strictly looking at clothing        
garments robs the user of the tactual and sensory properties,          
and it does not provide the user with knowledge of how           
wearing the garment in feels from a non-physical        
perspective.  
 
Supportive works 
Sabina et al. [13] provide a solution to the virtual pattern           
generation that is similar to the one in the project. They           

consider many more parameters from the 3D-scan, for        
instance, they measure the angle of the body posture to          
accommodate the individual’s non-straight back. That      
makes them able to supports a much larger variety of body           
types and builds. 
 
Overbeeke & Wensveen [11] introduce irresistible as a        
development of the affordance concept. Affordances are no        
longer strictly about functional meaning, but can also        
invoke emotions and thoughts. Affordances are not only        
about the perceivable actions of an actor as described by          
Norman[10], it is also about what the artifact could make          
actor the feel. 
In relation to the system, it is desired for the tactile library            
to have irresistible qualities. For the visually interesting        
textures e.g. the dragon scale texture it looks inviting to          
stroke and even more so empowering to wear. 
 
The project has been following a fuzzy front end design          
approach to the design process as presented by Sanders &          
Stappers [14]. Explorations and open-ended questions have       
been the ambiguous and chaotic pre-design activities that        
led to the creation of design criteria and in the end ideas as             
can be seen on figure [1]. The explorations have contributed          
to the outcome of the concept and the concept has          
contributed to the direction of the explorations.  
 

 
Fig 1: The fuzzy front end design approach [14]. 
 
CONCEPT CREATION 
Guided by our interest to create an ultra-personalization        
based shopping experience we started doing our first        
explorations. As we thought it would be important for our          
designs to eventually be influenced by data describing the         
users, we explored generative design. In these explorations,        
we simultaneously worked on programs which could       
generate patterns based on arbitrary values, as well as         
discussed what kind of data should be fed into the          
programs. 
 

  



Doing these explorations showed us two important       
limitations of our approach at ultra-personalization. It was        
hard to determine what kind of data to feed into the           
generative design algorithm. We considered biometrics like       
heart rate, exercise levels, or body temperature, but also         
behavior-based data such as social media activity, interests        
based on browsing, or type of music listened to, and          
personality traits such as the Myers-Briggs type, political        
ideas, or zodiac sign. However, for a lot of these data points            
it did not make sense to connect them to our intended use            
case: designing the aesthetics of a garment based on user          
data. Coupling something like the color of a garment to,          
say, a user’s heart rate does not take into account their taste            
at all. Yet, as aesthetics are mostly influenced by personal          
preferences this would take away their freedom in choosing         
garments to match their style. 
 
Moreover, determining meaningful mapping from the data       
to design characteristics proved to be very hard. In         
designing these mappings we found it hard to create         
non-arbitrary links between the data points and aspects of         
the garments we were designing. One might argue that this          
is due to a lack in programming skills: If we could better            
analyze and combine the data we could have created an          
extensive profile of the user on which we could then base           
design decisions. But even then, how would someone’s        
political view influence the design of their coat? 
 
These explorations made us realize that adding       
ultra-personalization to aesthetical aspects of a garment       
should not simply be a data-driven design process. Only         
looking at a user’s data does not give us enough          
information to create a garment of which we can predict          
that it will be liked.  
 
This realization was confirmed by a workshop on        
data-driven shoe design at the Dutch Design Week. In this          
workshop, a mix of people from industry and academics         
were tasked with exactly what we had been struggling with:          
choosing data to use in a data-driven design process and          
then determining how that data affects the design. The         
conclusion of the workshop was that although the        
data-driven design is very useful for controlling the        
performance aspects of it, such as fit and material choice, it           
is far harder to use for the aesthetic aspects. In the           
workshop, we also struggled with capturing someone’s taste        
through the limited scope data offers and came to a more           
iterative process in which the user is constantly involved in          

helping the generative design algorithm understand what       
they like. 
 
Based on these insights we restructured our process, rather         
than only having an initial input moment for the user we           
wanted to design our system to keep them involved         
throughout the process. And instead of using data as input          
we decided to focus on letting the user customize a tactile           
experience. This second change was based on our interest in          
embodied cognition, rather than taking a visual approach at         
designing clothes we wanted to look at it from a tactile           
perspective. This, combined with our earlier concept of an         
ultra-personalized shopping experience led to the final       
concept. 
 
FINAL CONCEPT 
 

 
Fig 2: Ultra-Personalized Shopping Experience.  
 
The final concept is divided into four consecutive stages: 
1. The tactile library which will serve as the first input to            
integrate the customer’s tactility preferences by choosing a        
material and a texture.  
2. In the body scan stage a 3D-scan of the user is made,             
from this scan the system takes their measurements which         
are used to create the patterns for a tailored garment. 
3. During the preview stage the system presents the         
preliminary outcome of the garment by projecting it onto         
the user, in this stage adjustments to the design can still be            
made.  
4. The final product will then be made exactly to the           
customer’s specification. A garment is made using the        
fabric and color chosen by the user, tailored to the user and            
embellished with their chosen texture. 
 

  



Stage: The tactile library 
In the first stage the user enters a neutral room, in this            
room, various tactile samples are displayed. These tactile        
samples consist of two categories: neutral capes of different         
fabrics, so the user can try the fabrics on and feel the            
difference between these by wearing them and different        
scarves featuring a tactile gradient, these scarves show the         
available options for the embellishments. 
 
The experience of touching and trying things on is the most           
important aspect in this stage. The tactile gradients are         
made in the shape of a scarf so that they can be draped over              
the body in various ways. On each scarf there is a transition            
from one tactile experience into another so that the user can           
choose specific parts that one considered pleasant, the user         
can now continue with the scanning and fitting stage. 
 
Stage: Scanning and Fitting 
In the second stage, the customer is 3D-scanned so their          
measurements can be extracted to ensure a perfect size and          
fit of the coat. When doing this the user is asked to wear             
tight-clothing and a three-dimensional recording of body       
measurements will be captured. After the scan is completed         
a parametric design can be created, a computer program         
analyses the body scan and generates the patterns with         
markings for the embellishments. In our intended       
experience this part is invisible to the user. 
 
Stage: Preview projection 
After an initial version of the coat is generated it is           
projected onto the user to show what it would look like on            
the customer's own body. During this stage changes can still          
be made, such as adjusting the garments texture, fabric and          
finish. However, now the user has to visually judge the          
changes they make to the tactile experience they initially         
chose, which might have unforeseen consequences. When       
they are happy with the previewed coat, the augmented         
reality coat is translated back into patterns and is ready to           
be taken into production. 
 
Stage: Final product 
In the final stage, the virtual preview is again made          
tangible. The generated garment is made using the chosen         
fabric with the co-designed patterns. The cutting patterns of         
the garment are retrieved from the body scan and the chosen           
tactil embellishments are made and assembled. Because the        
quality of the garment is of the utmost importance         
high-quality machines are required, and as much as possible         
is cut using computer controlled machinery. After the        

manufacturing process, the customer can pick up the        
garment in the store. During the pick-up the customer could          
give feedback on the tactile sensation of the garment, this          
feedback could be used for their further garments made         
using our service, but also for improving the tactility library          
in general. 
 
IMPLEMENTATION 
Tactile library 
The tactile library is a collection of samples the user can           
consult to choose different textures and fabrics for their         
personalized garment. In this project, we have developed        
three different tactile gradients as examples. These tactile        
gradients are made from a brown, woven wool, this fabric          
was chosen because of its softness and warmness, which is          
inviting and pleasant to touch. Furthermore, wool is a good          
insulator, which makes it suitable for use a coat. It can also            
absorb moisture without feeling moist and elastic [5]. For         
the final products, we want the color of the coat to be as             
neutral as possible because the focus should be on the          
garment’s tactile qualities. We have considered different       
neutral colors such as white, gray, black and various “earth          
tones”. In the end we decided to choose for brown because           
the color is neutral and should fit different styles.  
 
The three tactile gradients consist of three scarves with a          
width of 22cm and a length of 150cm. The tactile gradient           
is a flow between two different textures. Different texture         
stimulus could be measured in co-occurrence values. The        
co-occurrence value is a value that indicates how similar         
two tactile surfaces are. When the texture is the same, the           
value is one, and when the texture is totally different, the           
value is zero [3]. The texture in the beginning and at the end             
of the scarf should have a high co-occurrence value and in           
the middle a low co-occurrence value. The consumer is able          
to experience the tactile gradients by wrapping the scarf         
around their body in different ways. This enables the         
consumer to stretch, to feel, to touch the fabric texture with           
the hand and body.  
 
Dragon scale texture 
The dragon scale is made using rows of squares that are           
folded double and sewn onto the garment on one side.          
These folded rectangles all have different sizes, because of         
this the texture as a whole resembles an undulating surface.          
The separate rectangles are cut using the laser cutting         
machine, and their intended location is marked on the         
garment using laser engraving. The co-occurrence value       

  



between the textures on the scarf will be around one, since           
the texture is almost the same. However, the direction of          
drawing with the hand on the scarf creates different         
stimulations. Drawing the hand in the direction in which the          
rectangles are placed stimulates softness and smoothness. In        
contrast, drawing the hand against the direction of the         
folded rectangles feels rough and hard. 

 
Fig. 3: dragon scale texture implemented on the garment. 
 
The fishbone texture 
The fishbone texture consists of cut lines that form long          
strips on the scarf. The stripes are turned in the middle and            
sewn onto the underlying fabric. This creates a relief on          
either side of the center of the strips. In the middle of the             
scarf, this texture changes into folded long strokes. At the          
end of the scarf, folded long strokes change into a long           
fabric that is folded after every centimeter. The tactual         
perception also changes during the touching: The loose and         
free folded stripes create a roughness feeling as the hand is           
touching the edge of every individual edge. However, in the          
middle of the scarf, the roughness becomes softer because         
no edges can be observed. In the end, the folded strokes           
develop into thicker folded strokes. This cause a bouncing         
effect on the surface of the fabric which could be linked           
with softness and warmness 

 
Fig. 4: Fishbone texture implemented on the sleeves on the          
garment. 
 
The undulating texture 
The third texture is created by 3D printing on the inside of            
the fabric. This scarf consists of two layers of fabric sewn           
together filled with a thin layer of soft synthetic pillow          
filling. The scarf starts with subtle undulations made by         
flexible, 3D printed circles inside of the scarf. These circles          
are constructed in rows with the same interval, however,         
they change in height and shape towards the center of the           
scarf. They become both thinner and elongated as they         
move down the scarf, at some point they are mixed with           
sewn lines until they disappear ad the sewn lines take over           
completely. Since the 3D printed part is inside the scarf,          
and therefore invisible, it stimulates a perceptual illusion.        
When you draw your finger on the scarf, it is soft.           
However, when you press or squeeze it, you will the          
semi-rigid shapes inside it. The sewn lines create bigger         
undulations because the filling bunches up between them,        
this creates a clearer and more predictable tactile        
experience. 
 

  



 
Fig. 5: Invisible 3D printed texture on the sleeves on the           
garment. 
 
Fitting and Scanning 
After having selected the texture and fabric from the tactile          
library, the user’s measurements are taken and a pattern for          
their coat is generated based on these measurements. The         
measurements are taken by analyzing a digital 3D-mesh of         
the user made by scanning them with a 3D-scanner. The          
generated mesh is first cleaned up through post-processing        
software and then imported into Rhino.  
 
In Rhino Grasshopper is used to extract the measurements         
from the user. This is done by manually placing three          
reference planes at key heights, at the hips, waist, and          
shoulders. These planes are then used to make intersection         
curves with the 3D-mesh after some smoothing the length         
of these curves is used to determine the circumference at          
these key points. 
 
These measurements are then fed into the next part of the           
grasshopper scripts, it uses those dimensions to create the         
front and back panels for the coat. The basic design of the            
panels was taken from an existing coat, to which we then           
added adjustability in both length and width. The        
dimensions of these panels are then used to generate the          
pattern for the sleeves, by using a genetic solver to create           
the shape of the sleeve a perfect fit is ensured. When all the             
panels are generated they are used in the projection         
mapping system to give the user a preview of their chosen           
coat. 
 
Projection Preview 
The implementation of the projection preview is done in         
two parts, a physical setup and a digital pipeline. 
 

The physical setup for the projection mapping is done with          
a Kinect Xbox 360, a monitor and a NEC multimedia          
projector. The Kinect is used for real time motion capture          
partly to let the user move while trying on the digital coat            
for embodied cognition as supported by Klemmer et al. [6],          
but also as camera to close the feedback loop for the user.            
The camera works like a mirror, the monitor is facing the           
user while they’re being projected on and it displays what          
the Kinect sees. The projector is manually calibrated with         
the Kinect so that they see the same thing. When calibrated           
correctly the movements of the physical person will be         
mirrored back onto them with the digital coat. 
 
For the digital pipeline a few different processes are in play,           
there’s generative process, a motion capture process and a         
‘putting it all together’ process.  
 
In the generative process we generate the digital coat and          
the digital fabrics. To create the digital coat we use the           
3D-mesh from the scanning as a human model and we use           
the generated patterns from the fitting. The 3D-mesh and         
not a generic human model is needed for this process so that            
all body parts have the correct size in the fitting process. 
The patterns are fitted onto the human model in CLO3D so           
that it resembles a real coat. 
The digital coat is bound to the armature of the human           
model in Blender, so that the real user’s movement and her           
digital counterpart are in sync. 
For the digital fabrics we use high resolution images of          
textiles closeup and apply them to the digital coat as a           
material. Since the digital fabrics need to be able to change           
color, we turn them black and white in Photoshop, which          
makes them more receptive to the color shader that later is           
added in Unity3D. To add more realistic textures to the          
digital fabric we create normal maps with ShaderMap. 
 
For the motion capture process we use the Nuitrack         
framework to do motion capture with Kinect in Unity3D.         
The motion capture animations are applied to the 3D mesh          
of the user so that any movements done by the user are also             
done by the digital counterpart. 
 
For the ‘putting it all together’ process everything was put          
together in Unity3D. In Unity3D we added the functionality         
of being able to change colors and fabrics of the digital           
coat, the motion-capture to project back onto the user and          
the mirror to close the feedback loop. 
 

  



The physical outcome 
Using our system we have made three different coats to          
showcase the possible outcomes. The coats are all lined         
with a soft polyester fabric commonly used for lining         
garments like these. The chosen closure for the coats is a           
waistband, because this is a common method which will         
least distract from the embellishments. 

 
Fig. 6: The three garments. 
 
The dragon scale texture coat 
For the coat with dragon scale texture we have only          
embellished the front panels of this coat. This design         
decision was made because in our opinion covering the         
entire coat in the embellishments would overdo it. We have          
chosen for the open endings of the folded rectangles to          
point down, this is because when wearing the coat the most           
natural movement for touching the front panel is stroking         
from the top to the bottom. Another reason for the direction           
of the folded rectangles is that the viewing point of the           
customer is also from the top, and pointing upwards the          
texture can look quite aggressive.  
 
The fishbone coat 
The texture of the second coat is shown on the sleeves           
because the semi-open texture looks most interesting when        
moving, and arms are generally moved most. The sleeves         
consist of three layers. Two layers of the lining fabric and           
one layer of the fishbone texture. The glossy lining fabric          
and the matte wool have a clear contrast: the coldness in           
balance with the warmness, emphasizing the open structure. 
 
The undulating texture coat 
The texture of the third coat is also shown on the sleeves.            
The 3D printed circles start on the bottom of the sleeves and            
change into ovals with more spacing between them at the          
middle of the sleeves. It transitions into a soft textured layer           

without 3D printed parts which is created by stitching and a           
thin layer of soft pillow filling. You will feel subtle          
pressure on your arms from the patterns on the sleeves          
when wearing this coat. 
 
LIMITATIONS 
When doing a project like this one invariably runs into          
limitations, mainly posed by time constraints and limited        
use of machinery. 
 
One of the main limitations in this project is the limited           
amount and size of the tactile samples. Although we started          
with many different textures it was not realistic to make all           
these iterations into bigger pieces. Ideally we would have         
made full coats using all possible textures, so they could all           
be experience on the body in their intended function. To          
mitigate this as much as possible we have created the          
scarves, because of their versatility we emulate the full         
body experience for as far as possible with our limited          
means.  
 
Our available fabrication skills also left their mark on our          
designs. For instance, when using the laser cutter for cutting          
the panels and embellishments the edges of the fabric will          
be burnt and rough, yet they are precise and sealed. Hand           
cut pieces are softer on the edges but aren't sealed which           
leads to fraying of the edges, which affects the quality and           
finish.  
 
A significant limitation of the design is lacking user tests.          
We only have considered opinions of the group members,         
coaching sessions, and made decisions by referring to        
related papers.  
 
The calibration of the projector was questionable at best.         
The calibration of the projector was done by aligning the          
Kinect and projector by hand and adjusting of the camera in           
the Unity3D engine manually. Ideally we would use the the          
RoomAlive Toolkit as proposed by Jones et al.[4]. Among         
other things the RoomAlive Toolkit does projector/Kinect       
calibration with takes camera extrinsics and intrics into        
account.  
 
The projector used for the projection mapping provided a         
limitation for how clear the textures appeared onto the         
individual. While we did make a white coat to act as a            
canvas for the projections, the resolution of the projector         

  



blurred the finer details of the fabric unless it was enhanced           
to something extreme. 
 
DISCUSSION 
The target group 
At the start of our design process we set our target group to             
be fashion-minded women aged 25-35, this decision was        
based on the fact that we expected them to be both           
interested in novel ways of making garments and willing to          
spend a considerable amount of money on it. However,         
looking back the outcome of our project is not necessarily          
useful for that group. Rather, our result could be of value           
for the industry, who might want to implement a similar          
design process in their range of clothing. Shifting our target          
user has allowed us to focus more on novelty instead of           
usability, making room to further explore the concept at the          
cost of some cut corners in implementation. 
 
Tactile experience inside and outside the coat 
At the beginning, we considered putting the created texture         
in the inside of the coat. This could improve the          
noticeability of the tactile experience because it would be         
closer to the skin. However, this has considerable        
downsides. Putting the texture on the inside of the coat          
made them nearly invisible, making the coats look very         
plain, whereas the looks now allude to a tactile experience.          
Secondly, the size of the coat is based on the panels of the             
coat. Moreover, the coat will usually be worn on top of           
other clothes, which already strongly decrease the       
sensitivity of the skin. 
 
Transition of tactile knowledge from scarves to coats 
Some users found it hard to imagine the full-body tactile          
experience based on trying on a scarf. This could potentially          
create some incoherence between the user’s expectation and        
the final coat. But on the other the size of the scarves make             
sure the experience remains graspable, and makes it easier         
for users to pinpoint which aspect they like. 
 
Scarf or rectangle panels 
The first tactility samples were small squared of 22x22 cm.          
These were too small to place on the body for a full body             
tactile experience. For an embodied tactile experience, we        
had to create bigger pieces of the texture panels. We started           
with a big piece of the dragon scale texture. The panel has a             
size that could precisely fit in the laser cutting machine,          
which is 40x70cm. This could not be wrapped around the          
body. As a consequence, we decided to make scarves that          
are 22x150cm. This dimension was bigger than the        

available laser cutter, which meant that we had to divide          
each scarf into multiple jobs.. The panel in the final coat           
also had to be engraved two times. From this we have           
deduced that a positive aspect of using digital fabrication         
methods is that one can be very precise and creative, but           
one is also limited to the dimensions of such a machine,           
which can be considered limiting. By having this limitation         
it can actually encourage one to think of creative solutions          
or to design in a different way which will lead to more            
unique designs. 
 
Include the end user in the design process  
The customer is free to make small alterations to the          
textures, changes such as positioning and size. However,        
although the customer might have a big role in the creation           
of the coat, one is limited by the textures presented in the            
tactility library which means that the possible outcomes are         
theoretically also limited. This means that the outcomes will         
not only be influenced by the customer but also largely by           
the designers of the available tactile samples. This raises the          
question to what extent this is an ultra-personalized service         
if the customer is not involved in the design process of the            
textures. 
 
Body Image 
Due to automatic size adjustments, there will no longer be          
the need for comparing oneself to a predetermined size         
(Small, Medium, Large, etc). When this is applied on a          
larger scale it could potentially change the way people look          
at and perceive body size.  
 
Tight clothing required for the 3D body scan  
To make the 3D scan as accurate as possible, the customer           
has to wear tight clothing. This might pose an         
inconvenience to the customer, especially if they usually do         
not wear skin-tight clothing. In that case, the customer         
would have to change their clothes for this process, which          
may be uncomfortable for them. 
 
FUTURE WORK 
The concept started out with the purpose to create a debate           
among people about the current personalization options and        
to confront people with current fast-fashion consumer       
behavior. But as the project progressed we noticed that the          
concept had a lot of resemblance with the “tailoring”         
services that for example suit makers offer. This is a special           
service that men mostly use for special occasions, so what if           
we would make this, instead of a special experience, a more           

  



“common” experience. Meaning that this would be the        
everyday shopping experience. This seems reasonable since       
most clothing brand now try to operate with solely an          
online presence and without a physical retail shop.  
 
This concept is not finished and can be put into different           
contexts for different uses. In order to uncover the         
possibilities for the current market user test with three         
different stakeholders can be done. 
 
The shop owners and employees 
We are firstly very curious how shop owners and         
employees would think this could be implemented in their         
business.  
The user test would be set up by showing the four steps            
without a particular order. We would then proceed to         
interview them about how and what parts of this concept          
they would envision to use in their business and why. The           
second step could be show them the order and purpose that           
we had in mind to then get feedback and see if they would             
agree to it. 
 
The customer  
Another stakeholder whose opinion and experience is of        
great relevance is the customer. The customer journey (the         
shopping experience) itself should be tested but also if the          
translation of the tactile experience in the tactility library         
corresponds to the experience of the eventual coat, and how          
this could be optimized.  
 
The designer 
Thirdly, the garments and tactile experiences have to be         
designed. To find out what this design process would look          
like we would like to talk to the different parties involved in            
fashion design. By doing co-creation sessions with both        
fashion designers and other people from the industry, such         
as marketing or production people, to find out how they          
would use the tactility libraries and what limitations they         
experience. 
 
We as designers have used our skills to create a start for a             
tactility library, but this can, of course, be developed         
further. This can either be done by one single designer, or           
different designers depending on what business model will        
be applied. 
 
The most distinctive aspect of our concept is        
personalization through tactility. In the projection stage of        
the concept, the tactile choices are translated into a visual          

interpretation, no tactility is used within this stage at the          
moment. For future developments it would be very        
interesting and relevant to research how tactility can be         
introduced within this projection stage. This will make the         
whole experiences more coherent and consistent from       
beginning to end.  
 
CONCLUSION 
The concept of customization through tactility is a        
hypothetical future. The growing demand for customization       
confirms the relevance and potential of this concept.        
Through implementation of a tactile experience, the       
personalized garments could have more value. This new        
shopping experience still has a couple of aspects that can be           
worked on in the future. This includes the following         
discussions: defining of the target group, defining the role         
of the customer in the design process, and defining the role           
of the designer in this process. We increasingly are trying to           
create more value for the objects that we pose and we like            
things to be tailored to our specific necessities. As a          
conclusion, we believe that this concept is very relevant for          
future developments within the fashion industry.  
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INDIVIDUAL REFLECTIONS 
 
Laura Maron 
This part discusses the dynamics of the project, including         
my individual role and contribution within the team towards         
the design process and deliverables. Next, the group        
dynamics and the interaction with experts and coaches of         
this project.  
 
For this project, my approach was to produce work that          
displayed interactive systems, meaningful products,     
systems, and services, focusing on the following expertise        
areas of Technology and Realisation and Creativity and        
Aesthetics. 
While being part of this squad CEST (Crafting Everyday         
Soft Things) I set my goals to further develop skills in this,            
for me, new field textile-based products. However, It was         
clear that I am interested in the digital fabrication         
techniques which I haven't done before, nor with textiles. I          
had little experience with 3d printing before and laser         
cutting but I wanted to refresh my skills as it has passed            
some time I have worked with those machines.  
 
Individual behaviour  
During this semester, I have used several skills acquired         
from my pre-master as well as this years course         
‘Constructive Design Research’. The design approach has       
parallels in structure and approach, also in finding suitable         
literature. In term of the group dynamics, the group did not           
always work according to the planning. Also, we were         
working in parallel teams or even in some cases parts          
individually. This did not always help in being updated with          
the status of some activities and design approaches. It         
formed the project less organized and structured.       
Personally, I need planning. Actively following the       
planning and knowing when to do which activities helps me          
to work productive and efficient. A not well organization         
will lead therefore to procrastinating and provides       
unnecessary stress. 
A reason for failing structured planning can be a slight          
delay in the beginning in starting the project with         
explorations. Doing these explorations showed me      
limitations of our approach at ultra-personalization. It was        
too complex to gather different types of data, secondly,         
determining a meaningful mapping from the data to aspects         
proved to be very complex too. However, this process was          
needed in deciding a strong concept, still I acquired a          
skillset, got to know the facilities as the wearable senses          

lab. About the planning failure, I thus prefer to have strict           
planning with deliverables. At the time after the midterm         
demo day, the concept had been set. Since then every group           
member has been focussing and working on the most         
important tasks and not losing momentum. However, I felt         
we were not always on track which could have a negative           
impact on the feedback sessions as we may miss some          
feedback which we could not present at certain moments of          
the project. For future projects, a role should get assigned to           
a certain member to keep track of divided activities, and          
tasks should not be too broad nor flexible in time.  
 
Focussing on my expertise areas Technology and       
Realisation and Creativity and Aesthetics I mostly have        
implemented digital craftsmanship techniques as 3D      
printing, embroidering, laser cutting and sewing. More I        
have been involved in the material research as well.         
Choosing the suiting material, for instance using in the laser          
cutter and 3D printer. Material, suited for winter garments         
in coats. Last, using soft material when designing for         
tactility. 
Generating patterns and sewing properly together taught me        
the process of the realisation of the product as well using           
technology in manufacturing methods. Next, in future I will         
focus on expertise area Data, Math and Computing as I          
have started this module with the elective ‘Golden Ratio:         
Generative Arts’. I want to continue with acquired skills         
and using them as I found the generative design really          
interesting. Having two members in the team which were         
already quite experienced in fashion design taught me a lot          
in pattern generation, sewing techniques and overall       
handling of materials and fabrics where I was quite         
inexperienced before. More, workshops provided by the       
squad taught me to work efficiently and neatly with the          
machines in the wearables senses lab. 
 
Group dynamics 
At the start we have shared our interests in beginning          
projects and also passed projects and final bachelor project.         
Soon we realized we quite had some matches in interest and           
complementing expertise areas. This was a great way to         
start a project and coupling activities with certain personal         
characteristics. More, we realized we are a group of five          
people. Personally, I haven't worked in quite this big group          
before and soon I realized it can bring disadvantages as          
well. One reason for this as well is that the input of each             
group member was there and sometimes divergent. This        

  



ended up that we were discussing longer and arguing about          
decisions where everybody will be satisfied in the end.  
 
Interaction with other parties 
The communication happened mostly fridays on the       
feedback sessions. At the start it was difficult to         
communicate our concept which we soon discovered as too         
complex and weak. More, when we were back on track we           
might have communicated more straight forward as we had         
the idea but not that much to show. Final prototypes were           
finalized in the final weeks before demo day. So for the           
future, I understand the importance in preparing for        
feedback meetings with the coach. That said, not only         
further work on projects and summarizing it to the coach,          
more show the results also physical than only some concept          
which might work out or not. So focusing on parts I want            
feedback on, preparing it in a presentable way. 
 
Conclusion  
In the end, I am very satisfied with the final prototypes and            
I appreciate the extra effort in details which improves the          
quality as well. For example, having the inside lining neatly          
done when using tailoring techniques when finishing edges        
and closures of pattern parts. If I'm now thinking what I           
could do differently if I would do this project again. I´d say,            
I would work with the minimal viable product. Then I can           
test the design much earlier and evaluate if the concept is           
strong, make sense or is feasible. Last, having roles clearly          
divided in the team, have a structured working rhythm and          
don't make tasks and roles flexible over the project. Overall          
this project has taught me new skills that let me gain           
experience but also lets me explore new fields of skills. The           
importance of planning and communicating was highlighted       
in this project and I hope that for future projects I would be             
able to impose and follow a stronger planning.   

  



Jing-cai Liu 
This reflection focuses on my development in the areas of          
expertise, my role in this the teamwork, the individual goals          
that I set before the project, and my vision as a designer in             
this project. 
 
During the project, I have focused the most on creativity          
and aesthetics. This is an expertise area that I already have           
developed during my bachelor’s program. In this project I         
have intervened in the following parts to enhance the         
expertise area creativity and aesthetics: I participated in the         
discussions how this shopping experience could be, from        
drawing the concept to making mock-ups that could help us          
during the designing process. These mock-ups consist of        
small fabric explorations and material tests (paper, acrylic,        
different kind of fabrics). During the project, I participated         
in the making of the tactility experiments and the final          
coats, especially fine-tuning of the final coats. I have used          
tools in the wearable senses lab to make the prototypes.          
Since I have little experience with fashion design, it was a           
new challenge for me to use all the machines; however, I           
succeeded in working with the embroidery machine and the         
sewing machines. As a team, we have implemented        
different techniques to visualize the concept: 3D scanning,        
3D printing, 3D modeling, laser cutting, digital embroidery.        
By using some of these techniques, I have improved my          
expertise in technology and realization. During the making        
process, we have to communicate with each other since         
some of us have more experience in digital design and some           
of us have more experience in the wearable senses lab. We           
have to discuss for example whether the digital design in          
Grasshopper will work out in reality. Since I was more          
focused in the craftsmanship and I have little experience         
with digital designing, I decided to improve my digital         
designing skills by learning to work with Processing. In the          
lecture Golden Ratio and Generative Arts, I have improved         
my processing skills. Unfortunately, I did not use this         
technique during the project. In future team works, I would          
like to implement processing in my project. Although I         
haven’t used this technique yet in this project, I have          
improved my expertise in Math, Data and Computing. 
 
In this project, I have collaborated with a group of five           
members. This is a big group; working in a big group has            
advantages and disadvantages. The disadvantage is that it        
will lead to long discussions during every meeting and it          
takes a long time to make a final decision. This is because            
everyone has something to say and have other        

interpretations of the concept, which is sometimes       
confusing during the project. The advantage is that we         
could learn from each other since everyone has a different          
background of areas of expertise. I have little experiences in          
working in a big group, this experience could give me          
insights in further team works. During the group        
discussions, I have expressed my thoughts to the team and I           
have considered both negative and positive feedback from        
the team members. When I agreed with the        
counter-arguments of the other, I am able to accept and to           
change my point of view. 
 
My learning goal from the beginning of the semester was to           
improve my self-dependence. Although we are all       
dependent on each other in this group, I am able to find my             
role in this team. For example, when I have to wait for a             
teammate to generate my fabric texture, I could already start          
with other tasks such as helping other members with sewing          
their scarves. I have stayed determined in my goal to keep           
preserving the aesthetic aspects of the final products.        
Although we have little time left in the end, I would like to             
make the prototypes perfect and seamless and did not rattle.          
As a consequence, we are quite happy with the final          
products. Another goal I set at the beginning of this          
semester is to improve my academic English skills.        
Through the elective Constructive Design Research, I have        
improved my reading skills. During the elective, I gain         
knowledge about possible constructions to build up a        
concept: to find suitable literature, to related papers, and to          
implement useful information into my own concept. In the         
research of tactility in this project, I have followed this          
construction in the creation of the concept and have         
improved my English reading skills. I have also followed         
the course Academic Writing to enhance my writing skills         
so that I can use it in this project paper.  
 
In the project, I have experienced the possibilities of fashion          
in the future. My vision as a designer is to find ways to             
enhance and to facilitate the daily lives of people. My          
vision has not changed in this project, it is supported by the            
project concept: creating a personalized shopping      
experience that could facilitate the user’s daily life. 
  

  



Ahmad Issa 
In this reflection I’m going to the discuss the work I have            
done in this design project, group dynamics and general         
thoughts about the project. 
 
Working in Crafting Future Everyday Soft Things squad        
has been an overwhelming experience for me. Before        
coming to the TU/e I I had not used a sewing machine since             
third grade, which made it intimidating for me to produce a           
final product made in the Wearable Senses lab. Even more          
so I was surprised to discover how much this lab was           
thriving in the academic field of design, since it is not the            
first thing comes to mind when I think of human-computer          
interaction. 
 
Working on a project with people with similar backgrounds         
to myself, but from different institutions has been an         
eye-opener for me. I was surprised to discover than even          
though we have similar skill sets we utilize them in very           
different ways and approach problems from different       
angles. 
In the start of the project this manifested into doing          
aesthetic and creative work such as sewing a skirt to get           
some skills in the Wearable Senses lab. Normally I would          
not do explorative work just for the sake of building skills           
without a clearer idea of which direction we were working          
in, however at the time we were using explorations to          
generate ideas and design criteria which I rationalized with         
the fuzzy front-end design approach [14]. I cannot work on          
something without putting my personal touch on it and I          
decided to experiment with projection mapping. 
 
While that made an interesting exploration at the time, it’s          
also clear that the need to add something personal to the           
project became important for the entire group, which        
eventually became an issue. When we did ideation relation         
activities we would not attempt to align our ways thinking          
rather, each of us attempted to find a way to make the            
project interesting for ourselves and later do explorations        
that did not progress the project. 
It was painfully apparent at the midterm demo day that          
while we had done lots of work, it could have been towards            
five different projects. After this realization it eventually        
helped the group work together as a group. 
 
In future projects I will be more aware of what I am            
learning from doing different design activities and how they         
will contribute story of the project. It is not to say that            

explorations with unclear directions cannot be useful, but        
there should be a limit to how many and for how long they             
are done. 
 
A consequence of the reconciliation of the concept did         
affect my visible contribution to the final concept. After the          
midterm demo day it was made clear that every group          
member should have well-defined roles and be able to show          
exactly what they had done for the final demo day.          
However, after changing the concept into something       
coherent we could have finished for the final deadline, all          
the data-driven explorations were no longer relevant and I         
could not show what I had contributed with in the final           
system, except for conceptual work. 
 
I came up with, and made, the projection mapping to tie the            
fitting and scanning process together with final prototype        
partly to show the user what they had put together to make            
a it coherent experience, but also to utilize my skill set and            
have a visible contribution to the project. It also         
strengthened the history of the design process since it was          
one of the very first explorations I did in the squad. 
 
At the start of the semester I gave myself the goal to do             
more creative and aesthetics activities and that is something         
I have achieved in this project. While my expertise is          
mainly digital work, I have been able to utilize that in           
Illustrator if I needed to do sketch and the rest of the Adobe             
Creative Suite. Instead making an overview of the        
customizable parts of a coat as a plain list, I did an            
illustration as can be seen below. 

 

While the explicitly creative activities diminished over       
time, I have been doing activities that output creative results          
through the entire project. 
  

  



Julia van Zilt 
During this project I mainly focused on the competency         
creativity and aesthetics. My identity as a designer always         
aims to incorporate digital craftsmanship in combination       
with more traditional craftsmanship techniques and      
methods, therefore did I try to also do this within this           
project. Next to this, an important aspect of my identity is           
also to try to create a pleasant work atmosphere between the           
group members and to take on a leadership role within the           
group. Part of my vision as a designer is to embrace the            
privilege and freedom to rethink and reestablish the        
meaning of material, garments and the interaction between        
the mentioned and the user. Being in this squad allowed me           
to fully pursue my vision and identity as a designer.  
 
My main individual goals were to create and a lot of           
aesthetically pleasing samples through digital craftsmanship      
methods with mainly the 3D printer, to produce finished         
garments as an end product for a design project for it to be             
exhibited at Demo day. An to make collages use images as           
inspiration for a design process.  
 
Once I heard that our project group consisted of five people           
I was enthusiastic because I believed that we would be able           
to deliver a very elaborate outcome. Also, having different         
backgrounds would enable us to approach a subject from         
many different perspectives and complete each other.  
 
The group started the project off enthusiastically, but soon         
we realised that we had some communication barriers due         
to our different backgrounds. This slowed down the design         
process significantly. Often I found myself in a position         
where I had to explain ideas elaborately without them being          
understood, this made specially the concept creation part        
difficult and often created miscommunication and      
detachment from the team spirit. I also found myself in the           
position of having to explain a lot, which sometimes left me           
with not much time to develop new skills myself. 
 
Though this also resulted in positive outcomes. We were         
able to make a lot and very diverse explorations. Which          
allowed me to complete my goal to make a lot of           
aesthetically pleasing samples. Although a point of       
improvement would be to keep better track of all these          
explorations.  
 
I always thought that the bachelor here at the University of           
Technology in Eindhoven had a high standards with a lot of           

work pressure, I liked this because it would always         
challenge me to push myself to the limit and get most out of             
every project. My expectations for this first master project         
was therefore also extra high. I was a little disappointed          
when at first when I felt that we didn’t meet the standards            
that I am used to. But looking at the end result I am quite              
happy, because we presented a complete and innovative        
concept. There still might have been things that could have          
been elaborated more, but the things that we did do we           
produced with quality.  
 
Since we were working with garments I was able to use my            
previously obtained knowledge regarding fashion design      
and production. More specifically, I was able to use my          
skills of pattern making, fabrics, garment construction and        
digital fabrication. What I found most valuable is the fact          
that I was able to show and help others to develop these            
skills also.  
 
Within this project I mainly focused on the pattern         
explorations through digital craftsmanship, material     
explorations, texture explorations, concept creation. I think       
that during this project I was able to keep track of what            
everyone was doing and even when they would be working          
on something I wasn’t working on to sit with them and           
reflect on what was done and how it would play a role in             
where we wanted to go as a group. Somethings that I would            
have wanted to develop further were skills in        
Rhino(grasshopper) and processing, but due to time       
constraints it was better to leave these tasks to people that           
were more skilled at this then me. This was an          
accomplishment for me, because usually I try to do as much           
as I can myself.  
 
In the future I would like to collaborate even more with           
people who have different backgrounds. I believe that        
within this project I mainly focused on the negative aspects          
of it instead of trying to get the most out of everyone’s            
strength. I would like to do this still within a leadership           
role.  
 
Something I would like to improve in the future is to really            
document the progress of a design process and with this I           
mainly main documenting samples and iterations better.  
 
Lastly I would like to continue developing my skills with          
digital craftsmanship, next to this I would like to focus to           
gain more traditional craftsmanship skills too.  

  



 
Tijmen Kervers 
 
In the second semester of my bachelor’s my project was in           
this same squad, and frustratingly it feels like we’ve run          
into the same pitfall this semester as me and my group did            
then: The constant explorations gave us a false sense of          
coherence, and it took us very long to realize that we did            
not have common objective. 
 
Starting off with explorations made it feel like we were on           
the track: There was a great diversity, we were developing          
new skills, acquainting ourselves with the available       
facilities, and getting used to working with wearables in         
general. However, by the time the mid-term demo day came          
around we realized that, although there was some coherence         
between our explorations, we did not have a clear concept          
with well-defined end-game. When having to distill our 2         
months of work into a 5 minute presentation it became clear           
that everybody had a slightly different interpretation of our         
concept. 
 
After being confronted with this lack of vision on the          
mid-term demo day, we felt the pressure to start converging          
which helped us to get concept development going. When         
everybody explicitly stated the direction they thought we        
were heading in the discrepancies became clear, and those         
discrepancies were good initiators  for a discussion. 
 
I think the misunderstanding stems from a lack of         
awareness of the differences in our backgrounds. We should         
have been more mindful of our differences in education,         
with almost all of us coming from different design schools          
we should have been more careful in assuming the others          
understand what we are saying. Taking more time to get to           
understand each other’s viewpoints would have helped us        
sooner realizing that we were far from on the same page. In            
the future I want to be more conscious of the fact that not             
everyone has the same approach to design, especially when         
working with people not from our faculty. 
 
Going into my master’s I chose my focus to be generative           
design, the idea of the designer as a designer of system and            
algorithms which design products instead of the designer        
directly designing those things fascinated me. And       
moreover, my skill set seemed to suit this field perfectly, as           
it is an area which requires a wide range of technical skills.  
 

 
 
 
During my bachelor’s I have sometimes wondered whether        
I was developing too broad of a skillset, if I should have            
started focusing on a certain area sooner, but it now feels           
like all those skills are falling into place. Digital fabrication,          
3D-modelling, and programming are all crucial skills for        
doing this, so I am happy to have developed them all during            
my diverse projects. 
 
This squad and our project in it was perfect both for getting            
to know the field and for learning how it fits into a bigger             
concept. For me the most important realization early on was          
that rather than having to design less myself as I had           
initially thought, I had to design more. As the system has to            
accomodate for a wide range of scenarios I had to think           
about all those possible options.  
 
My second fundamental realization was that with generative        
and data-driven design it is still crucial to constantly         
involve the user in the design process. Where I first thought           
that user data, so effectively indirect user involvement,        
would be enough it soon turned out that I was making so            
much assumptions when trying to map that data to the          
generative design system that user validation would be        
crucial. I think that I initially had this “the computer knows           
best” attitude, but in that attitude I failed to recognize that a            
computer is programmed by a person, and that it is actually           
the programmer who is making the decisions, not the         
computer. And for some reason it is far easier to recognize           
that a person (especially a designer) is fallible and needs          
constant user validation. 
 
And furthermore, the computer has a very limited scope: It          
can only analyze those things that can be made digital. So           
to learn to understand the presented data it needs to interact           
with a human throughout the design process. And not only          
throughout the designing of the algorithm, the part of the          
design process in which the designer is still involved, but          
also when it is designing itself, as it is then acting as a             
designer it also needs to act like a designer. 

  


